THE LIFE  AND  TIMES
incurable sociability is made only too clear by the Diaries of the
period, where Aubrey constantly appears, drinking in taverns, talking
in coffee-houses or helping his friends in their work.   " Mr. Aubery
and I observed the Resistance of air to be duplicate to the velocity or
rather in a musicall proportion," Robert Hooke wrote in 1674, and
four years later he added," Observed with Aubery the Moon Eclipsed."
The same source provides us with more details of Aubrey's life in
London.    "With Mr. Aubery at Lord Brounkers, Mr. Colwalls,
Sir Jo: Moors, Cap. Sherbourns ", Hooke says on one day, and nearly
every night he notes, " At Garways with Mr. Hill, Mr. Hoskins, Mr.
Wild, Mr. Aubery, Godfry, Blackburn, Lodowick, &c."   Then there
were frequent excursions to Knightsbridge to see the Bishop  of
Salisbury or to visit his other friends.   " I dind with Boyle, it agreed
well," says  Hooke,  "then with Aubery visited  Harrington and
Gadberry.   Both mad but of Divers humours."   And every Thursday
there was the Royal Society to attend, with the promise of some
drinking afterwards.   " Agreed upon new clubb to meet at Joes,"
wrote Robert Hooke on December the tenth, 1675.   " Mr. Hill, Mr.
Lodowick, Mr. Aubery and I and to joyn to us Sir Jo: More, Mr.
Wild, Mr. Hoskins.   We now began our New Philosophicall Clubb ",
he added on New Year's Day, " and Resolvd upon Ingaging ourselves
not to speak of any thing that was then reveald sub sigzllo to any one
nor to cfeclare that we had such a meeting at all.   We began our first
Discourse about light upon the occasion of Mr. Newton's Late Papers,"
and it was Aubrey who led off the discussion.   All this activity cost
money though, and £>oor bankrupt Aubrey was soon reduced to
borrowing from his friends.   " Lent Aubery losh. and before 2osh.
and since 5 :  he promised to repay it," run the entries, but when
the time of reckoning came, no cash was forthcoming.   " Bought of
Mr. Aubery, Euclides Works Greek and Latin iosh., Plunia Purpur
is.,  Censorinus de mensura Anni 8d.,  Duret Histoire des Langues,
and Scaliger Contra Caldanum 6s. 4d., Baytins de re Navali zsh,,"
wrote Robert Hooke, "acquitted the former zosh. lent."   But five
days kter another entry occurs in the Diary, " Lent Aubery 2osh.
more."
Aubrey had hoped that die completion of his ruin would allow
him to increase the work which he had been carrying on all through
the crisis of his fortunes. Notwithstanding all these embarassments,
he had said, I did pian piano (as they occur a) take notes of Antiquity ;
and having a quick draught, have drawne landskips on horse-back symbolically.
For Aubrey was still only forty-five when he lost his fortune and,
being in the prime of life, he thought that he would be able to con-
centrate on his work at kst, now that he was free from the continual
distraction of trying to control his obstreperous accounts and to
wriggle out of the lawsuits by which he had always been entangled
in the past. Anno 1671, he says happily, baring sold all and disappointed
as aforesaid of moneys I received, I had so strong an Impulse to (in good parf)
finish my Description of Wilts, two volumes in folio, that I could not be quiet
till I bad dotme it, and that with danger enough, tanquam canis e Nito [Uke
a dog at the Nile] take a lat> and away for feare of tie Crocodiles, i.e. Catch-
polls—And indeed all that I have donne and that little that I have studied have
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